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3 Discussion 
In conclusion, the language impaked monohngual chhdren show phonological 
naming problems more often than the other groups, which also explains theh 
fast naming speed m the total test contrary to the other groups that use slower 
processes. This indicates that this specific parafasic trend (substitution of 
phonemes) is more likely to be a symptom of language impairment in the 
monohngual (Swedish) group than m the bOmgual group. The monohngual 
chhdren are also less sure of the word gestalts and use more classifications in 
theh namhig. The bhmgual chhd appears to have difficulty hi finding any word 
at ah. If the target word is missing, the language hnpahed bilingual chhd 
searches but gives up. The bilingual conttol chhd is slow in naming, does not 
find the target word as accurately as the Swedish chhd, but uses sttategies that 
are pragmaticahy efficient: describes, chooses a Finnish word, or uses gestures. 

A metiiodological problem remams to adjust: in analysing the namhig 
processes quahty also has to be taken into consideration. Is tiie word the chhd 
chooses appropriate, or is it impossible for the hstener to understand the target 
word? For example, i f tiie chhd describes a camel as /an animal witii a hump/ it 
should be possible to find it in the statistics as an appropriate description versus 
the more inappropriate description /something you can ride on/ or even /a kind 
of an elephant' for the same word. 

The study is ongoing and the results are preliminary, as only 31 of the 130 
chhdren's productions have been analysed. 
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1 Background 
"Early total immersion" is a program where monoUngual chUdren (Fmnish-
speaMng chUdren in Finland) attend a kindergarten and a school where the 
teaching is based on the chUdren's second language. The aim of the program is 
to make it possible for pupUs to leam good fimctional proficiency in a new 
language, whUe at the same thne leam the same factual content as puphs who 
partake in so-caUed "ttaditional" teachmg. 

For the first few years, aU activities take place in the second language. But 
the amount of teaching in the puphs' first language increases graduaUy in the 
higher grades so tiiat about half the teaching at tiie upper levels is in tiie pupils' 
first language. (See e.g. Genesee 1987; Lauren 1999.) 

The immersion program differs from other teaching that takes place in a 
language other than the puphs' mother tongue. For mstance, tbe program is, 
in principle, meant to be suitable for aU chUdren independent of theh linguistic 
and cognitive qualifications. Chhdren are not tested for participation in the 
program, which means tiiat individual variation in the classroom can be as 
great as in so-caUed ttaditional teaching. 

Since considembly more instmction takes place in a language other than 
the pupUs' mother tongue hi an immersion program, it has been necessary to 
adopt a somewhat different way of working. Subject teacbhig hi a second 
language unphes puph-centered instraction witii emphasis on large units and 
individual leaming (see e.g. Kaskela-Nortamo 1995, 2001). The conscious aim 
of immersion teachers to individualize would also seem to be the strength of 
early total immersion. Individualization wUl lead to a way of working that 
provides many different kmds of puphs with a functional proficiency in a 
second language. The teaching principles of immersion have, therefore, many 
advantages when it comes to pupils with special needs, and the program would 
seem to favour chUdren who are traditionaUy regarded as weak language 
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learners. Furthermore, many recommendations made m the literature on 
teaching pupils with learning difficulties form a natural part of immersion 
teaching. For instance, unmersion strongly encourages oral communication, 
and has in this way given children with special needs considerable proficiency 
in a second language. Even if there are individual differences concerning the 
speed at which pupils develop their language proficiency, all pupils seem to 
have, even at an early stage, a good abhity to use theh new language for 
meaningful communication. Traditional language teaching, on the other hand, 
often starts from the written language and the leaming of abstract rales, which 
with regard to puphs with leaming difficulties, tends to reinforce some learners' 
weak points. (Brack 1982.) The fact that the target language in an immersion 
program is used as a means of teachmg the various school subjects, further 
mdicates that it is not merely a question of supefficial hnguistic competence, 
but of capabihty of using the language as an inteUectual tool in various learning 
sihaations and m deahng with a broad repertory of subjects. 

A n earher inquhy (Bergsfrom 1997) made among unmersion teachers in 
Canadian inunersion schools, however, proves that not aU immersion teachers 
on the basis of their practical experience consider the program suitable for all 
chhdren. Tbe fact that puphs in early total hnmersion leam their basic reading 
and writing skills in a second language results in a teacher not always being 
sure whether the difficulties experienced in leaning to read and write are due 
to real reading and writing disabihty or to problems with their second 
language. Often the problems are assumed to be caused by unfamiharity wifli 
the second language, which causes real leaming difficulties to be discovered at 
a rather late stage, when the puphs should in fact aheady have been given 
remedial teaching in order to be able to cope with the increased demands 
made on them in the higher grades. The interviews further suggested that 
some teachers tend to recommend the transfer of some puphs to a traditional 
school at an early stage. Such teachers have formed an opinion of features 
typical of less proficient inunersion puphs, and think that children of this kmd 
should concentrate on theh first language. There is not, however, any definite 
agreement among teachers with regard to the difficulties that can make 
participation in an hnmersion program problematic for a certain category of 
puphs. So the corhhctuig views of what features are characteristic of a less 
successful second-language leamer may, in practice, mean that puphs in 
different immersion schools have different possibihties of benefiting from the 
program. (See also e.g. Keep 1993, Cunmuns 1984.) 
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2 Characteristics of immersion pupils' writing skills 
development 
In my investigation, I have by means of case studies foUowed die development 
of second-language leaming based on six lower-level puphs who, in the opinion 
of theh teachers, experienced difficulties in leaming to read and write. I have 
focused on the development of these puphs' writhig skiUs m order to find out 
how theh difficulties come to tiie fore m leaming to write, and how tiieh 
leaming to write dhfers from that of pupils who, in the teacher's opinion, have 
no difficulties m tius respect. Furthermore, it has been mteresting to study how 
the puphs have developed theh oral second-language proficiency, and how 
theh difficulties have affected theh abihty to use Swedish orahy. The Unguistic 
analyses of the puphs' language I see in relation to the practical measiues, 
which the class teacher and the remedial teacher have taken to support the 
leaming of these individual puphs. 

Some aspects of immersion puphs' writing development vriU be presented 
below. I VSTU Ulustrate and exemplify how some immersion pupils express 
themselves in writmg in free written production and m a speUing test. M y aim 
is to bring out aspects of theh orthographic development and of theh ways of 
creating cohesion in tiie texts they produce. One of the puphs presented below 
has been diagnosed as suffering from dyslexia whUe the others who are 
discussed are according to theh teacher experiencing considerable difficulties in 
reading and writing and are in need of extta help. These puphs' production is 
further compared with the written standard of puphs without difficulties in 
order to iUusttate how second-language writers whose development is normal 
express themselves in vrating. 

2.1 The orthographic development 
In Table 1 some examples of five immersion puphs' speUmg of some second-
language words in a spelling test are given. 

The examples show tiiat the selected pupUs m grades 2 and 3, on the whole, 
speU phoneticaUy. As there is not, however, any unequivocal correspondence 
between phonology and orthography in Swedish, some problems stiU arise. 
One example of this is the phoneme /j/, which m Swedish is spelt m many 
different ways (j, g, gj, hj, dj). This means tiiat the speUers cannot rely on 
pronunciation as most of the pupUs (the weak speUers and the puph with 
dyslexia) have done in the case of the word gick 'went', but wiU need 
orthographic knowledge. 
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Table 1. Examples of five immersion pupils' spelling. 

Pupil witii Wealc Normal Wealc Wealc 
dyslexia speller speller speller speller 
grade 3 grade 3 grade 3 grade! grade 2 

B R O R B O R B R U R B R O R B R O R D R U R D 
G I C K J I G J I K G I C K J K J I G 
M Y G G O R M U K O R M Y G O R M Y G O R M Y G A R M Y K O R 
V A G V E G V A G V A G V E G V E E G 

The fact that Swedish also has some phonemes that are entirely lacking in 
Finnish (i.e. the pupils' first language) cause, as the examples above show, 
other deviations fiom orthographic conventions. Such an example is produced 
by the weak speller in grade 3 who speUs the word bror 'brother' phoneticaUy 
correct but appUes the phonology of Fhmish. Since the grapheme u in Swedish 
represents the phoneme lul, which is entirely lacking in Finnish (where the 
grapheme u represents the phoneme lol), applying the stiategy of the other 
language does not lead to an acceptable result. WhUe the immersion puphs in 
grades 2 and 3, as a result of fhst language interference, often confuse o and u, 
such confusion does not occur m the texts of monoUngual Swedish-speaking 
puphs. Moreover, tiie lack m Fhinish of the voiced stops Ibl, l&l and /g/ makes 
puphs at the early stages use the corresponding voiceless consonants as in the 
word myggor 'mosquitoes' where the voiced stop /g/ is replaced by tiie 
voiceless /k/. Also, this kind of confusion is rare among monolingual pupUs. 
Confusion between d and e is, on the other hand, relatively common in the 
texts of both immersion puphs and monolingual Swedish-speakmg puphs in 
Finland. This is due to the fact that the grapheme d (e.g. in the word vdg) is 
pronounced /e:/ by the Swedish-speaking persons in Finland. The mles 
concerning the speUmg of phonemes /e/ and /e:/ are further inconsistent in 
Swedish, and thus they are difficult also for younger monoUngual writers. (See 
also Lauren 1994.) 

When comparing the puph whom the teacher regards as representing a 
normal standard of development with the weak pupUs, one of whom has been 
certified as having specific reading and writing difficulties, it wiU be seen that 
the above-mentioned confusion, which is to some extent due to interference 
from Finnish, is not to be found in the puph exemplifying normal achievement 
in grade 3. This puph no longer apphes phonological sfrategy in his speUing, 
but mstead bases his speUing on his lexical knowledge of how the words in 
question are spelt. However, this puph stiU has problems with long and short 
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vowels in Swedish as is clear from his spelUng of tbe word myggor, which he 
has spelt with a smgle consonant g after the short vowel y. This type of error 
definitely forms the biggest category of orthographic errors among immersion 
puphs m grade 3 m my stiidy, whhe chUdren who are one year younger 
encounter many different difficulties. Thus the weak speUers in grade 2 (see 
Table 1) show features which are generaUy not too unusual in the group 
(pupUs in grade 2) when they, for instance, leave out the vowel in the word 
gick, which is spelt jk by one of the weak pupUs. This also suggests phonetic 
spelling since the puph has left out the vowel that can be considered to be part 
of the sound /j/. Furthermore, tiie other weak pupU speUs the word vdg 
phoneticaUy by marking the long vowel by means of two graphemes as would 
be normal in Finnish. The pupU has not yet become aware of the rule that a 
long vowel in Swedish is not expressed by means of two vowels. 

Even the pupU with dyslexia speUs phoneticaUy, which can also be seen 
from Table 1. This puph has, however, other types of deviations, which cannot 
be explamed due to phonetic speUing and do not result m phonologicaUy 
acceptable forms. The speUing bor for bror suggests that the puph faUs to hear 
all tiie sounds tiiat occur in a word and thus to mark tiiem m writing. Another 
possible explanation might be that the puph visuaUy confuses the word bror 
'brother' witii the word he actuaUy speUs, i.e. bor 'Uve(s)', which may be 
more famUiar to him. 

If tiiese results are compared with results obtained from the same test done 
by monoUngual Swedish-speaking pupUs m Finland (Staffans 1991), it can be 
established that the immersion pupUs show a greater number of dhferent types 
of deviations. Different types of mk-ups occur m the first few grades due to 
the fact that Fhinish manages witii fewer phonemes, and that the immersion 
pupUs for this reason may find it difficult to make distinctions between the 
phonemes in Swedish. In tiie immersion group, however, individual variations 
occur since the puphs at dhferent rates leam and become aware of the speUing 
of phoneticaUy irregular words, and the fact that a phoneme ui the second 
language can be represented by several different graphemes. The deviations 
that seem to prevaU among the hnmersion puphs in grade 3 in my study are, 
however, on the whole the same as can be found among Swedish-speaking 
puphs m grade 2. In both groups, deviations concemed with the marking of 
long and short vowels predominate. 

It seems natural that some puphs sooner tiian others leam to proceed from 
writing phonetically to reflectmg on the possibly unphonetic speUuig of words. 
Puphs without reading and writing difficulties are often better qualified for 
visuahzmg words and, as a result, for speUmg unphonetic words. PupUs who 
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have dhficulties m writhig and who may not to the same extent famiharize 
themselves with the written form of theh second language, encounter 
problems more often as they will more fi-equently have to write words which 
they have never seen. 

2.2 Creating coherence in a text 
How puphs with writing difficulties manage to teU something and create 
coherence in theh written production are aspects that are seldom dealt with in 
the hterature. In my study it seems, however, important to pay attention to 
features that have by tradition often been neglected in connection with puphs 
with writing difficulties. lUustiating features which touch on the communicative 
fimction of language proficiency is justified considering that it is thought to be 
particularly important m hnmersion teaching for the puph to leam to use one 
or more languages for meaningful communication. In my study, particular 
attention has been paid to pupils' ways of connecting theh narrative by tbe use 
of so-cahed clause-initial connectors. On the other hand, I have ihustrated bow 
the puphs tie constitaents together in theh accounts by means of various 
reference hnks. Below I wih give some examples of the use of connectors. 

Example 1 below shows a text by the puph with dyslexia who was 
infroduced in connection with the discussion of orthographic development. 
The pupil has written the text on the basis of a sequence of pictures (see 
Appendix 1) in grade 4. The text presented m example 2 was written at the 
same point of time by the puph representmg average development who was 
also inttoduced m Table 1 (Normal speUer, grade 3). In both examples I have 
corrected the orthographical errors but retained the grammatical errors. 

Example 1. 

A story written in a second language by an immersion puph with dyslexia. 

Apaparymmen 
En apa tar en nyckel i stadarens ficka. 
Stadare marker ingenting. 
Stadare star och stadar. 

ADVK Sd apan oppnar dorren 
K och gar ut om dorren. 

Apan gar till en annan dorr 
K och dar ar elefanten. 
K och alia soker apan. 

De hittar inte den 
de ropar pS apan 

K och de gar alia dar 
K men de hittar inte den 
ADVK Sd apan gar till garden och staden. 
ADVK sd gar apan pa bussen 
K och hoppar pa bussens tak 
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ga till staden 
K och alia maimiskor ser den. 
K Sd gSr apan till en butiken. 

Apan forsoker ga till butiken 
K men dorrama inte oppnar 
K och apan tanker 
FR VarfSr dorren inte oppnas 

Nu vet jag! 
UK JVor nan kommer ut 
ADVK sd gar jag till butiken och ater apan mat 
ADVK sd gar apan till en annan butiken 
K och apan ser en annan apan 
K och den ar en leksak. 
ADVK sd gar apan till en hylla 
ADVK sd gar en man dar och kor bort apan til XX 
ADVK sd gar apan till xx 
ADVK sd gar apa pa djurpark 
K och apan inte hittar stadare 
KADVK ocAsd gar apan till bur 
K och stadare aga dorren 
K och laser dorr 

Example 2. 

A story written by an immersion puph without writing difficidty. 

Apa pa tymden 
Apan Pena rovade nyckeln at vaktare. 

ADVK Sen gar han till elefantens bo 
K och alia soker apan. 
ADVK Sen gSr apan til bussens taket K och alia manniskor skrattar 

en stoppar bussen 
K ADVK och sen hoppar apan till butik och vill ha mat 
K men han far inte. 

Han gar till leksak butik 
ADVK sen ser han en lek apa och blir arg till den 
UK niir han tror 
ATT aftdenarriktig 
ADVK Sen gSr han baka till vaktarens famn 
UK niir pa staden ar sa tokigt. 

K coordinating conjunction ADVK connective adverbial 
UK subordinate conjunction ATT generally subordinated 
FR interrogative in indirect question att(tliat) 

As can be seen from the examples, both pupils frequentiy use coimectors to 
tie the different events depicted to form a connected story. Also, tiiese puphs 
seem to overase some smgle connectors at the cost of others. It has been 
noted in various shidies (e.g. Lindberg, Juvonen & Viberg 1990) that bihngual 
chhdren favour to some extent the connector sen 'then', which is often used 
together with the coordinating conjunctions och 'and' and men 'but'. No 
corresponding tendency has, on the other hand, been noted in tbe case of 
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monolingual Swedish-speaMng pupils, who for their part seem to express 
themselves in a more varied fashion. For instance, the so-caUed connective 
adverbials sen 'then', sa 'so' and dd 'at that time' are used. As far as the two 
immersion pupils are concemed, the puph representmg normal development 
seems to favour the connectors och sen 'and then' whhe the puph with 
dyslexia for his part favours the adverb sd, which according to previous 
studies is more common among monolingual puphs. Besides, both puphs use 
subordinate clauses relatively sparingly, which contributes to making the clause 
stracture fahly shnple in both puphs' accounts. 

If one examines the results of the whole group of puphs (the two puphs and 
theh classmates at the same grade level), one can note that the individual 
variation in the use of coimectors is great as well. The way of creating 
coherence presented above is aheady characteristic of younger puphs' texts. 
After this stage, the pupils start using more complex subordinate clause 
constinctions when the use of connectors gradually becomes more varied. As 
a rale, the ghls seem to develop somewhat faster than the boys, who perhaps 
somewhat more often rely on the use of the most common connectors. In oral 
production, on the other hand, most of the pupils' stories look more ahke smce 
the puphs then often favour the most usual connectors. As far as tbe oral 
narrative is concemed, the differences between the weak and the average 
puphs are, therefore, not great. Witii regard to written production, the weak 
puphs often express themselves in the same way as in theh oral accounts, 
whhe the written discourse of otiier puphs has to a greater extent become 
different from the spontaneous speech. 

The two stories exemplified show, nevertheless, that the pupil with dyslexia 
does not have a problem expressing himseh in his second language. He has, 
for example, produced a longer text than the other puphs in the whole group. 
The content of his story is more detahed and versatile than that of the puph 
representing average achievement, nor does he seem to have any obvious 
problems in finding words to express what he has to say. On the conttary, he 
has been more successful in finding suitable words for the dhferent events 
iUusttated in the pictures. For example, he uses the more appropriate word bur 
'cage', whhe the puph representing average development uses the word bo 
'nest' or 'home' to describe the cages where the various animals are placed in 
the zoo. A degree of monotony is, however, due to the frequent occurrence of 
the verb ga 'go' to mdicate movement. The overase of the verb ga is not, 
however, characteristic of this puph's text alone but is a common feature in 
many puphs' accounts. 
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3 Summary and conclusion 
In munersion, the puphs wih leam basic proficiency hi reading and vrating in a 
second language. With regard to the development of written language use, the 
performance of the puphs during theh schooUng is determined by a great 
number of factors such as the current level of the individual puph's proficiency 
in written language development, the puph's orthographic and grammatical 
knowledge of the new language, his/her vocabulary and' abihty to express 
him/herseh orahy in this language, etc. Ah this may contribute to the difficulty 
of discovering the real reading and writing difficulties in connection with 
immersion. 

When comparing the orthographic deviations characteristic of different 
second-language leamers, it can be noted that puphs leam the various 
orthographic conventions at an mdividual rate. Whhe tiie puphs ui grade 2 use 
to a great extent phonological strategy when speUing, the majority of the 
pupils in grade 3 have developed theh spelhng taking orthographic and 
morphological considerations into account. As far as the puphs in grade 2 and 
the weak spehers in grade 3 are concemed, interference from the puphs' fhst 
language and a certam inabUity to discriminate sounds belongmg to tiie new 
language can be further noted. The puph with dyslexia has clearly the greatest 
problems with regard to orthography, and he usuahy commits errors, which 
no longer occur m the writing of the rest of tiie puphs. Thus writing in his 
second language coihd, in the case of a puph with specific writing difficulties, 
be expected to constitute a frasttating experience especiaUy when the second 
language is stracturaUy very dhferent from the puph's mother tongue. Since 
the Finnish language shows greater correspondence between phonemes and 
graphemes, it may also be quite likely that the puph is a more successful speUer 
in his mother tongue. 

However, it is interesting to notice tiiat the differences between the puphs 
of so-caUed normal achievement and the pupU witii dyslexia are no longer very 
obvious when other aspects of written production are considered. The pupU 
with dyslexia writes, in the example quoted above, an imaginative story and 
shows that his writing enthusiasm is not disturbed by the obvious orthographic 
difficulties. What my study suggests and what is also apparent from the text 
written by the pupU with dyslexia is that the puph in immersion has leamt a 
second language that he manages to use both orally and in writing. Leaming a 
second language in a regular school where language instiuction is often based 
on written language would, on the other hand, in aU probabUity have been 
very difficult for this particular puph. 
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